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ŽIn 1977, Nicholson developed the theory of suitable rings Trans. Amer. Math.
Ž . .Soc. 229 1977 , 269]278 , namely, those in which idempotents lift modulo every
Ž .left right ideal. In this paper the concepts of lifting idempotents modulo every left
Ž q y. Ž .ideal in an associative pair A , A and lifting von Neumann regular elements
q Ž y.modulo every left ideal of A resp. A are introduced and shown to be
equivalent. We study the behavior of a pair and its standard embedding with
respect to the property of being idempotent-lifting. It is also proved that the
Jacobson radical can be characterized as the largest one-sided ideal containing no
nonzero regular elements. Finally, we show that lifting orthogonal idempotents is
possible in this class of pairs. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
For the convenience of the reader, we review some of the general facts
w xon associative pairs from 1 to make our exposition self-contained.
Ž q y.Let A s A , A be a pair of modules over a commutative unital ring
K and
² :s s ys s s, , : A = A = A “ A
s ys s ² s ys s :sx , y , z ‹ x y zŽ .
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for
q if s s y 4s g q, y and ys s ½y if s s q,
two K-trilinear mappings called triple products. From now on, for the sake
² : ² :sof simplicity, we will use , , instead of , , . A is called an associati¤e
K-pair if the identities
²² s ys s : ys s : ² s² ys s ys : s : ² s ys² s ys s ::x y z u ¤ s x y z u ¤ s x y z u ¤
s s s s ys ys ys  4are satisfied for x , z , ¤ g A , y , u g A and s g q, y . The
Ž Ž . Ž ..classical example of an associative pair is M R , M R , where R isp=q q=p
an associative K-algebra.
s s Ž .A K-submodule I of A is said to be a right ideal resp. left ideal of
s ² s ys s : s Ž ² s ys s : s .A if I A A ; I resp. A A I ; I . A right ideal of A is a
Ž q y. s s  4couple I , I where I is a right ideal of A for all s g q,. y . In the
same way we can define a left ideal of A. A two-sided ideal of As is a right
Ž q y.and left ideal simultaneously. An ideal of A is a couple I , I of
² s ys s : s  4two-sided ideals which satisfy A I A ; I for all s g q, y .
Ž q y. Ž q y.Let A s A , A and B s B , B be two K-pairs. A couple f s
Ž q y. s s sf , f of K-linear mappings f : A “ B will be called a homomor-
s Ž² s ys s :. ² s Ž s . ys Ž ys . s Ž s .:phism of A to B when f x y z s f x f y f z for
s s s ys ys  4all x , z g A , y g A , and s g q, y . The definitions of epimor-
phism, monomorphism, and isomorphism are the usual ones.
Ž q y. ² s ys s : sAn element e , e g A is said to be an idempotent if e e e s e
 4 ² s ys s :for all s g q, y . Two idempotents e and f are orthogonal if e f f
² s ys s :  4s f f e s 0 for all s g q, y .
s s Ž .An element x g A is said to be ¤on Neumann regular if there exists
ys ys s ² s ys s : Žy g A such that x s x y x . The pair A is called ¤on Neu-
. s  4mann regular if every element of A is regular for all s g q, y . It is
q q q ² q y q:easy to check that if x is a regular element of A with x s x y x ,
Ž q ² y q y:.then the element x , y x y is an idempotent, and something similar
happens to every regular element of Ay.
This work was intended as an attempt to extend the concept of idempo-
w xtent-lifting rings and some of the results described by Nicholson in 3 in
the context of associative pairs. Taking into account that one-sided ideals
of an associative pair are defined as a two set, which are not related by the
Ž q y. Ž .triple products in A , A , the choice of lifting von Neumann regular
elements one by one in Aq and Ay seems to be the best for our purpose.
But we obtain, in the course of our work, the equivalence between lifting
Ž . Ž q y.idempotents modulo every left right ideal of A , A and lifting regular
Ž . q Želements modulo every left right ideal of A . The same result holds
q y .when A is replaced by A .
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Ž q y.For an associative K-pair A s A , A , Loos proved that there exists
a unital associative K-algebra U , the standard embedding of A, with twoA
orthogonal idempotents e , e verifying 1 s e q e and such that1 2 1 2
Aq, Ay ( e U e , e U e .Ž . Ž .1 A 2 2 A 1
Now we are going to sketch the construction of such a K-algebra. Let RŽ A.11
Ž q. Ž y. o p Ž .be the subalgebra of End A = End A generated by Id, Id andK K
 q y Ž Ž q y. Ž q y.. s s 4 Ž A.the elements x x [ L x , x , R x , x : x g A and let R be22
Ž y. Ž q. o p Ž .the subalgebra of End A = End A generated by Id, Id andK K
 y q Ž Ž y q. Ž y q.. s s 4the elements x x [ L x , x , R x , x : x g A . For simplicity of
Ž A.  4notation, we write R instead of R for i g 1, 2 when no confusion cani i i i
q Ž q y. qarise. Then A is a R -R -bimodule for the actions x x a [11 22
² q y q: qŽ y q. ² q y q: yx x a and a x x [ a x x . Similarly, A is a R -R -bi-22 11
Ž y q. y ² y q y: yŽ q y.module for the actions x x a [ x x a and a x x [
² y q y: q ya x x . Finally, setting R s A and R s A , the set R [ R [12 21 11 12
R [ R is a unital associative K-algebra endowed with the product21 22
q d yq ad q xqyy a yqq xqga x sy y y y y qž /x b ž / ž /y g x d q b y x y q bg
for all a , d g R , b , g g R , and x s, y s g As.11 22
Ž q.If in this construction we replace R for the subalgebra of End A11 K
Ž y. o p  q y s s 4= End A generated just by the elements x x : x g A and weK
proceed analogously for R , then we get the Lister en¤eloping denoted by22
" , which is a K-algebra not necessarily with unit and an ideal of U .A A
In Sections 3 and 4 we are interested in knowing if the property of lifting
Ž .idempotents modulo every left right ideal of A can be transferred to
some rings and pairs related to A, for instance, its standard embedding or
the factor pairs of A.
Ž q y.For an associative pair A s A , A , we can define the concept of
Ž q y.Jacobson radical of A in the following way. An element x , x g
Ž q y. qA , A is called quasi-in¤ertible if 1 y x is invertible in the associative
unital K-algebra K1 [ Aqy, where Aqy is the associative K-algebra xy-x x
q q q ² q y q: Ž q y.homotope of A with product x ? z s x x z ; i.e., x , x is quasi-
q q q q ² q y q:invertible if there exists z g A such that x q z s x x z s
² q y q: sz x x . An element x is called properly quasi-in¤ertible if for each
ys ys Ž q y. sx g A the element x , x is quasi-invertible. Finally, Rad A coin-
cides with the set of all properly quasi-invertible elements of As, for all
 4s g q, y . Another well-known fact is that Rad A does not contain
nonzero regular elements.
w xIn 2 we studied semiperfect pairs, that is, those in which idempotents
lift modulo Rad A as well as ArRad A are artinian, and it was shown that
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every artinian pair is semiperfect. In this class of pairs, Rad A is the largest
ideal of A which contains no nonzero idempotents. In Section 4, we show
that every semiperfect pair and hence every artinian pair is idempotent-
lifting. Furthermore, in an idempotent-lifting pair A, the Jacobson radical
is still the largest ideal which contains no nonzero idempotents.
2. CONDITIONS EQUIVALENT TO LIFT IDEMPOTENTS
Ž q y. Ž q y.Let A s A , A be an associative pair. Given a left ideal I s I , I
Ž q y.of A, we say that idempotents can be lifted modulo I if for every x , x g
s ² s ys s : s  4A such that x y x x x g I for all s g q, y , there exists an
Ž q y. s s s  4idempotent e , e g A such that e y x g I for all s g q, y .
Besides, for each left ideal I s of As we say that regular elements can be
lifted modulo I s if for every x s g As and ays g Ays such that x s y
² s ys s : s Ž . s sx a x g I there exists a von Neumann regular element u g A
such that us y x s g I s. This enables us to give the next definitions: An
Ž q y.associative pair A , A is called left idempotent-lifting if idempotents can
 4be lifted modulo any left ideal of A, and for any s g q, y we say that
As is left regular-lifting if the regular elements can be lifted modulo any
left ideal of As. Analogously, these concepts can be defined for the
right-hand side.
Throughout, for the sake of simplicity, Id will denote the unit element
 4of the ring R for i g 1, 2 .i i
Ž q y.PROPOSITION 1. Let A s A , A be an associati¤e pair and s g
 4q, y . Then the following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . si A is left regular-lifting.
Ž . s s ys ysii For all x g A and a g A there exists a regular element
s s s s Ž s ² s ys s :.u g A such that u y x g R x y x a x , whereii
1 if s s q
i s ½ 2 if s s y.
Ž . s s ys ysiii For all x g A and a g A there exist a regular element
s s s s Ž s ys . Žu g A and b g R such that u g R x and Id y u a y b Id yi i i i
s ys .x a g Rad R .i i
Ž . s s ys ysiv For all x g A and a g A there exists a regular element
s s s s Ž s ys . Ž s ys .u g A such that u g R x and Id y u a g R Id y x a .i i i i
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Ž . Ž .Proof. i m ii : The proof is straightforward.
Ž . Ž . s sii « iii Take a regular element u g A such that
s s s ² s ys s :u y x s a x y x a x ;Ž .
s s Ž s ² s ys s :. s s ys s ysso, u s x q a x y x a x g R x , and thus, u a s x a qi i
s ys Ž s ys . Ž s ys . Ža x a Id y x a . Setting b s Id y a x a , we obtain Id y
s ys . Ž s ys .u a y b Id y x a s 0 g Rad R .i i
Ž . Ž . s Ž .iii « iv Let u and b be the elements given in iii . Then
s ys Ž s ys . Ž s ysu a q b Id y x a is invertible. If a g R is such that a u a qi i
Ž s ys .. s sb Id y x a s Id, then a u g R x is the required element.i i
Ž . Ž . s s Ž .iv « ii Let u s a x be the regular element given in iv and
Ž s ys . Ž s ys .suppose Id y u a s d Id y x a . Then
s s s ² s ys s : s ² s ys s :u y x s u y u a x y x y u a xŽ . Ž .
s ² s ys s : s ² s ys s :s a x y x a x y d x y x a xŽ . Ž .
s ² s ys s :g R x y x a x .Ž .i i
THEOREM 2. For an associati¤e pair A the following conditions are
equi¤alent:
Ž .i A is left idempotent-lifting.
Ž . Ž q y. Ž q y.ii For e¤ery x , x g A there exists an idempotent e , e g A
s s Ž s ² s ys s :.  4such that e y x g R x y x x x for all s g q, y .i i
Ž . qiii A is left regular-lifting.
Ž . Ž q y. Ž q y.iv For e¤ery x , x g A there exists an idempotent e , e g A
s s Ž s ys . Ž s ys .such that e g R x and Id y e x g R Id y x x for all s gi i i i
 4q, y .
Ž . Ž .Proof. i m ii : It is clear.
Ž . Ž . q q y y Ž q y.ii « iii Let a g A , a g A , and take e , e an idempotent
s s Ž s ² s ys s :.  4 qsuch that e y a g R a y a a a for all s g q, y . Then e isi i
Ž .a regular element verifying the conditions given in Proposition 1 ii .
Ž . Ž . Ž² q y q: y.iii « iv Consider x x x , x g A and take a regular ele-
ment uqg Aq and b g R such that11
q ² q y q: ² q y q: ² q y q y q y q:u y x x x s b x x x y x x x x x x x ,Ž .
q ² q y q: y y Ž q y.and so, u s g x x x . Take b g A such that u , b is an idempo-
Ž q y. Ž² q y q: ² y q y:.tent and consider f , f s x b u , b g x x , which also is an
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idempotent. Now let
q y q q y q y y q ² y q y:e , e s f q Id y x f u , f q Id y b u x u f ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
which is also an idempotent such that eqg R xq and eyg R xy. Be-11 22
sides,
Id y eyxq s Id y byuq Id y xyuq ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
but
y q ² y q y: q y q y qId y x u s Id y x q b x x x Id q x x Id y x x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
so
Id y eyxq g R Id y xyxq .Ž . Ž .22
Finally,
q y q y q y q y q yId y e x s x b g x x Id y x x y Id y u xŽ . Ž . Ž .
q Id y uqxyŽ .
and
q y ² q y q: y q y q yId y u x s Id y b x x x x Id q x x Id y x x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž q y. Ž q y.which implies that Id y e x g R Id y x x .11
Ž . Ž . Ž q q. Ž . qiv « ii Let e , e be the element given in iv . Suppose e s
q Ž q y. Ž q y.a x and Id y e x s g Id y x x . Then
eqy xqs eq Id y xyxq y Id y eqxy xqŽ . Ž .
q ² q y q: q ² q y q:s a x y x x x y g x y x x xŽ . Ž .
q ² q y q:g R x y x x x ,Ž .i i
and analogously we work for s s y.
In a similar way we can also prove that a pair A is left idempotent-lifting
if and only if Ay is left regular-lifting and that the left]right analogs of all
the results below are true, and hence we can conclude the following:
Ž q y.COROLLARY 3. For an associati¤e pair A , A the following conditions
are equi¤alent:
Ž . q Ž .i A is left right regular-lifting.
Ž . Ž .ii A is left right idempotent-lifting.
Ž . y Ž .iii A is left right regular-lifting.
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Ž .From this last assertion it follows that the class of left right idempo-
Ž .tent-lifting pairs generalizes the class of von Neumann regular pairs.
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a ring with unit. Then R is an idempotent-lifting
Ž . Ž .ring if and only if R, R is a left right idempotent-lifting associati¤e pair.
Ž .Proof. Suppose that R, R is a left idempotent-lifting pair and let
Ž . Ž q y. Ž .x g R. Consider the element x, 1 and e , e g R, R be an idempo-
Ž y q. Ž . y q Žtent such that Id y e e s g Id y 1 x . Then e ? e g Rx where ?
. y q Ždenotes the product in R is an idempotent such that 1 y e ? e s g 1 y
. w Ž .xx ; thus R is idempotent-lifting by 3, Proposition 1.1 4 .
Ž q y. Ž .Conversely, let x , x g R, R and take an idempotent e g R such
Ž q y. Ž q y. q qthat 1 y e s b 1 y x ? x and e s g x ? x . Then f s eg x is a regu-
² q y q: q q qlar element of R, as eg x x eg x s eg x , satisfying f g R x and11
Ž q y. Ž q y. Ž .Id y f x s b Id y x x , which is our assertion by Proposition 1 iv .
From this proposition a new characterization for idempotent-lifting rings
can be obtained:
COROLLARY 5. Let R be a ring with unit. Then R is idempotent-lifting if
Ž .and only if ¤on Neumann regular elements can be lifted modulo any left
Ž .right ideal.
Ž . Ž .Proof. R is idempotent-lifting if and only if the pair R, R is left right
Ž .idempotent-lifting if and only if R is left right regular-lifting.
3. RELATION BETWEEN LIFTING IDEMPOTENTS IN A
AND UA
This section will be devoted to proving that if U is idempotent-lifting,A
then so is A, and under certain conditions, the standard embedding of an
idempotent-lifting pair is also idempotent-lifting.
PROPOSITION 6. Let A be an associati¤e pair such that R or R is an11 22
Ž .idempotent-lifting ring. Then A is a left right idempotent-lifting pair.
Proof. Suppose that R is idempotent-lifting and let xqg Aq and11
ayg Ay. Then there exists an idempotent a s g xqayg R such that11
Ž q y. q qId y a g R Id y x a ; therefore, ag x g R x is a regular element11 11
q y Ž q y.such that Id y ag x a s Id y a g R Id y x a . We conclude by ap-11
Ž .plying Proposition 1 iv .
COROLLARY 7. Let A be an associati¤e pair such that U is an idempo-A
Ž .tent-lifting ring. Then A is a left right idempotent-lifting pair.
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w xProof. By 3, Proposition 1.10 if U is an idempotent-lifting ring, thenA
R is so, and hence, we apply the last proposition.11
Ž .PROPOSITION 8. Let A be a left right idempotent-lifting associati¤e pair;
Ž .then eAe is also left right idempotent-lifting for e¤ery idempotent e g A.
Ž q y. Ž² q y q: ² y q y:. Ž q y.Proof. Let x , x g e A e , e A e and consider f , f
s s Ž s ys . Žg A an idempotent such that f g R x and Id y f x s d Id yi i i
s ys .  4x x for all s g q, y , where
1 If s s qi s ½ 2 if s s y.
The element
² q y q: ² y q y: ² q y q: ² y q y:e e f , e e f g e A e , e A eŽ .Ž .
² s ys s : Ž e A e. sis an idempotent such that e e f g R x andi i
s ys ² s ys s : ys s ys s ys s yse e y e e f x s e e Id y f x e eŽ .
s eseysd Id y x s xys eseysŽ .i
s eseysd eseys eseys y x s xysŽ .i
 4for all s g q, y .
Ž .PROPOSITION 9. Let A be a left right idempotent-lifting associati¤e pair
Ž .such that U s " . Then for e¤ery idempotent a g R resp. a g R , theA A 11 22
Ž .ring aR a resp. aR a is idempotent-lifting.11 22
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of nonzero summands
q y Ž q y.of a : If a s a a and aga g aR a , consider the element x , x s11
Ž q y . Ž q y. s sa , a aga g A and take an idempotent e , e such that e s x q
Ž s ² s ys s :. q yw x y x x x . Then a e e g aR aga is an idempotent such thati 11
q y Ž . q ya y a e e g a R a a y aga . Suppose now that a s a a11 1 1
q y q y nq1 q y Ž q y .q ??? qa a q a a . Then, a s Ý a a a . Given a , a a g A,n n nq1 nq1 is1 i i 1 1
Ž q y. q q Ž qthere exists an idempotent e , e g A such that e s a q w a y1 1 1
² q y q:. y y Ž y ² y q y :. qa a a a and e s a a q w a a y a a a a a , and thus, e s1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
q y y q y Ž q y . Ž q y.d a , e s g a a and Id y e e s w Id y a a a . If we call f , f s1 1 1 1
Ž q y.a e , e , we have that it is an idempotent of A such that
a eqeyR a eqeys fqfyR fqfy, which is idempotent-lifting. Finally, as11 11
q y Ž q y . Ža y a e e s aw a y a a a , by the induction hypothesis the ring a y1 1
q y. Ž q y. w xa e e R a y a e e is idempotent-lifting, and by 3, Corollary 2.6 ,11
aR a is also idempotent-lifting.11
Ž .COROLLARY 10. If A is a left right idempotent-lifting associati¤e pair
such that U s " , then R and R are idempotent-lifting rings.A A 11 22
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Ž .COROLLARY 11. If A is a left right idempotent-lifting associati¤e pair
such that U s " , then U is an idempotent-lifting ring.A A A
Ž .The Z-associative pair Z, Z with trivial product is idempotent-lifting in
spite of the fact that its standard embedding is not; hence it becomes a
counterexample for the last corollary in the case of U / " .A A
COROLLARY 12. Let A be an associati¤e pair such that U s " . ThenA A
A is left idempotent-lifting if and only if A is right idempotent-lifting.
Proof. It is immediate from the fact that U is left idempotent-lifting ifA
w xand only if it is right idempotent-lifting by 3, Theorem 2.1 .
4. THE JACOBSON RADICAL OF AN
IDEMPOTENT-LIFTING PAIR
Ž .PROPOSITION 13. If A is a left right idempotent-lifting associati¤e pair,
then so is e¤ery homomorphic image of A.
Ž q y. q q q q y yProof. Let L , L be an ideal of A, x q L g A rL and a q L
y y q ² q y q: q q q qg A rL such that x y x a x q L g I rL , I being a left ideal
of Aq containing Lq. Then there exists yqg Iq such that xqy
² q y q: q q q q ² q y q: q q qx a x y y g L ; I , so x y x a x g I . Take u g A as a
regular element such that uqy xqg Iq. Then, uqq Lq is a regular
q q q q q qŽ . Ž .element such that u q L y x q L g I rL .
ŽAn associative pair A is called semiregular if ArRad A is von
.Neumann regular and idempotents lift modulo Rad A, and it is called
semiperfect if ArRad A satisfies the descending chain condition on left
Ž .equivalently right ideals and idempotents lift modulo Rad A.
The following proposition will allow us to show that the class of
idempotent-lifting pairs contains all semiregular and therefore all semiper-
fect associative pairs.
PROPOSITION 14. Let A be an associati¤e pair, and let J be its Jacobson
Ž .radical. Then A is left right idempotent-lifting if and only if ArJ is left
Ž .right idempotent-lifting and idempotents lift modulo J.
Proof. Let xqg Aq and ayg Ay and consider a regular element
q q q q Ž q q. Ž q q. Ž A r J .Ž qu q J g A rJ such that u q J y x q J g R x y11
² q y q: q. q q q q qx a x q J . Take a regular element f g A such that u q J s f
q Jq. Then,
q q q q ² q y q: q q y q qf q J s x q a x y a x a x q J s Id q a y a x a x q J ,Ž .
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where a g RŽ A.. Therefore, fqs d xqq yq where yqg Jq. Let byg Ay11
q ² q y q: ² q y q: ² q y q: qŽsuch that f s f b f s f b d x q f b y . Thus, f Id y
y q. ² q y q: Ž y q. Ž A.b y s f b d x . The element g s Id y b y g R is invertible,22
and hence, fqg is a regular element. On the other hand,
q ² q y q: Ž A. qf g s f b d x g R x and11
q q ² q y q: q qx q a x y x a x y f g g J .Ž .
So,
Id y fqg ay y Id y a xqay Id y xqayŽ . Ž . Ž .
q q ² q y q: q y q ys x q a x y x a x y f g a g J A ; Rad R ,Ž .Ž . 11
Ž .which implies that A is idempotent-lifting by Proposition 1 iii . The proof
of the converse is immediate.
COROLLARY 15. E¤ery semiregular and, therefore, e¤ery semiperfect asso-
ciati¤e pair is idempotent-lifting.
Now we prove the characterization for the Jacobson radical that was
mentioned before.
Ž .PROPOSITION 16. Let A be a left right idempotent-lifting associati¤e
s Ž . s s spair, and let I be a left right ideal of A . Then I ; Rad A if and only if
I s contains no nonzero regular elements.
Proof. Suppose that I s contains no nonzero regular elements and
I s o Rads A. Take x s g I s y Rads A. Then R x s cannot containi i
nonzero regular elements. Now let ays g Ays and let us g As be a
s s Ž s ys . Žregular element such that u g R x and Id y u a g R Id yi i i i
s ys . s Ž s ys .x a . Then, u s 0, which implies that Id y L x , a is left invert-
ible for all ays g Ays. Thus, x s g Rads A, contrary to our assumption.
The converse is trivial.
Ž . sCOROLLARY 17. If A is left right idempotent-lifting, then Rad A is the
Ž . slargest left right ideal of A containing no nonzero regular elements.
Ž .COROLLARY 18. If A is left right idempotent-lifting, then Rad A is the
largest ideal of A containing no nonzero idempotents.
Ž q y.Proof. If I , I is an ideal of A containing no nonzero idempotents
s  4then I does not contain regular elements for any s g q, y , and it
suffices to apply Proposition 16.
Ž .Observe that Rad A cannot be characterized as the largest right left
ideal of an idempotent-lifting pair A which contains no nonzero idempo-
Ž q y.tents, as, for example, J , A can contain no nonzero idempotents.
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5. LIFTING ORTHOGONAL IDEMPOTENTS
PROPOSITION 19. Let A be a left idempotent-lifting associati¤e pair, and
Ž q y. q q qlet e s e , e g A be an idempotent such that e s x q ??? qx . Then1 n
 4 Ž .there exist e , . . . , e not necessarily nonzero orthogonal idempotents of A1 n
q ² q y q:  4 s s ssuch that e g R x e e for all i g 1, . . . , n and e q ??? qe s ei 11 i 1 n
 4for all s g q, y .
Proof. We argue by induction on n: for just one summand, the proof is
q nq1 q nq1² q y q:immediate; suppose then that e s Ý x s Ý x e e . Setis1 i is1 i
n
q q y q y y q y² : ² :x s x e e and x s e x e .Ý i
is1
Ž . Ž q y.By Theorem 2 ii , there exists an idempotent f , f such that
n
q q q q y q q y q² : ² :f s x q g x y x x x s a x e eŽ . Ý i
is1
y y Ž y ² y q y:.and f s x q d x y x x x . By the induction hypothesis, we
Ž q y.4n qcan take f , f orthogonal idempotents such that f si i is1 i
² q y q y q:  4 n s s  4a x e e f f for all i g 1, . . . , n and Ý f s f for all s g q, y .i i is1 i
Ž q y.4n qConsider now the orthogonal idempotents g , g where g si i is1 i
² q y q y q: y ² y q y: s n se f a x e e and g s f a x e and call g s Ý g for alli i i i i i i is1 i
 4 Ž q ² y q y:. Ž qs g q, y . Our next goal is to show that g , e g g and e y
q y ² y q y:. ² q y q:g , e y e g g are two orthogonal idempotents. From g g e s
q Ž q ² y q y:.g , it follows that g , e g g is an idempotent, and the orthogonality
is based on the following observation. If u and ¤ are two idempotents of A
² s ys s : s ² s ys s : s  4such that u ¤ ¤ s ¤ and ¤ ¤ u s ¤ for all s g q, y ,
then u y ¤ and ¤ are two orthogonal idempotents.
Ž q y.Hence, we can express e , e as the sum of the orthogonal idempo-
Ž q ² y q y:.4n Ž q q y ² y q y:. qtents g , e g g and e y g , e y e g g , where g gi i i is1 i
² q y q:  4R x e e for all i g 1, . . . , n . Therefore, it remains to prove that11 i
q q ² q y q:e y g g R x e e . We know that11 nq1
y y ² y ² q y q: q y: ye y f s e x e e q x e y fŽ .nq1
² y q y: y ys e x e q x y fnq1
² y q y: y ² y q y:s e x e y d x y x x x ,Ž .nq1
q q ² q y q: yand by replacing in this expression x by e y x e e and x bynq1
y ² y q y: y y ² y q y:e y e x e , we get that e y f s a x e . Hence,nq1 nq1
q q q ² q y q: ² q y q: ² q y q:e y g s e y g f e y g e e y g f e ,Ž . Ž .
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but as
² y q y: ² y q y:e g f s e e f ,
then
q ² q y q:e y g f eŽ .
² q y ² y q y: q: ² q y ² y q y: q:s e e y e g f e s e e y e e f eŽ . Ž .
and
² q y q: ² q y q: ² q y q y q: ² q y q:g e e y g f e s g a x e e g R x e e .Ž . nq1 11 nq1
THEOREM 20. Let A be a left idempotent-lifting associati¤e pair, let
Ž q y. Ž q y.4nI , I be a left ideal of A, and let x , x be a set of element suchi i is1
² s ys s : s Ž s .  4that x x x ’ d d x mod I for all s g q, y . Then there existi j k i j jk i
Ž q y.4n q q sf , f orthogonal idempotents of A such that f g R x and f ’i i is1 i 11 i i
s Ž s .  4x mod I for all s g q, y .i
Ž q y. Ž n ² q y q: n y.Proof. Consider the element y , y s Ý x x x ,Ý x andis1 i i i is1 i
Ž q y. s s Ž s ² s ys s :.take e , e an idempotent such that e s y q g y y y y y ,k
where
1 if s s qk s ½ 2 if s s y;
q n ² q y q: Ž qthen e s Ý a x x x . By the last proposition, there exist e ,is1 i i i i
y.4 n q ²² q y q: y q:e orthogonal idempotents of A such that e s a x x x e ei is1 i i i i i
 4 s n s  4 qfor all i g 1, . . . , n and e s Ý e for all s g q, y . Let f sis1 i i
² q y ² q y q:: q y y  4e e a x x x g R x and f s e for all i g 1, . . . , n ; theni i i i i i 11 i i i
Ž q y.4n ² q y q: qf , f are orthogonal idempotents of A such that f e e s e .i i is1 i i
n q ² q y q:If we call f s Ý f , we have e s f e e . On the other hand,is1 i
² s ys s : ² s Ž s ² s ys s :. ys s : s Ž s s .e x x s y q g y y y y y x x ’ x q g x y xi i k i i i k i i
s Ž s . ² s ys s : ² s ys² s ys s ::s x mod I , which implies that e e x ’ e e e x x si i i i
² s ys s : s  4e x x ’ x for all s g q, y . Furthermore,i i i
² q y q: ²² q y q: y q: ² q y q:e x x s f e e x x ’ f e xi i i i i
n
q y q y q y q q² ² ::s e e a x x x e x mod I .Ž .Ý j j j j j j i
js1
² q y q: qŽ q.Let us check that x e x ’ d x mod I :j i ji j
² q y q: ² q y q: ² q y ² y q y: q:x e x s x y x q x g y y y y y x ,Ž .j i j i j 2 i
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where
² q y q: q qx y x ’ d x mod I andŽ .j i ji j
² q y ² y q y: q: qx g y y y y y x ’ 0 mod I .Ž .Ž .j 2 i
q ² q y q: ² q y q y q: qŽ q.Hence, x ’ e x x ’ e e a x x x s f mod I .i i i i i i i i i i
y y ² y q y: yObserve that e ’ y , and so, x x e ’ x ; theni i i
y ² y q y: ² y² q y q: y: ² y q y:x ’ e e x s e f e e x ’ e f xi i i i
n
y q y q y q y y q y y q y q y² : ² : ² :s e e e a x x x x ’ e a x x ’ e a x x x eÝ j j j j j j i i i i i i i i i i
js1
² y q y: y y ys e e e s e s f mod I .Ž .i i i i
This concludes the proof.
Remark. The authors do not know if in the last theorem the idempo-
Ž q y.4n q qtents f , f can be chosen in such a way that f g R x andi i is1 i 11 i
y y  4f g R x for all i g 1, . . . , n .i 22 i
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